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Introduction
Manufacturing companies are constantly looking for ways to improve the productivity of production systems. Doing this requires an accurate performance estimate of the production system. Throughput is one of the main indicators for evaluating performance in a production system but is often constrained by one or more machines, referred to as "throughput bottlenecks" [1] . Previous research has shown that improvement measures on throughput bottlenecks, such as cycle time reduction [2, 3] and prioritisation of maintenance measures [4, 5] increase overall throughput in production systems.
With the development of digital technologies, many manufacturing companies have started collecting machine data in digital format [6] . This data enables the use of data-driven algorithms to detect throughput bottlenecks [7] . In general, such data-driven algorithms can be classified into two main categories of algorithm: 1) descriptive and 2) predictive. In descriptive algorithms, historical machine data is analysed to detect bottlenecks in a production system [8] [9] [10] [11] . Due to the dynamics of the production system, historical bottlenecks may not behave like bottlenecks in the future [12] . Therefore, it is important to use predictive algorithms to predict future bottlenecks. In the predictive algorithms category (also called "prognostic methods", as prognostics is the discipline of forecasting future performance [13] ), historical machine data is used to predict the location of bottlenecks in the production system. Such prediction can be made using statistically-based [12, 14] or machine-learning-based methods [15] . It can also be made on a real-time basis, using buffer levels [16, 17] .
Prescriptive bottleneck management extends beyond predicting the location of throughput bottlenecks in a production system. It prescribes the necessary improvement measures in the predicted throughput bottlenecks. In the literature, considerable results have been achieved in developing data-driven predictive algorithms to predict future bottlenecks [12, 15, 17, 10] . These are important contributions to advancing prescriptive bottleneck management. However, these research efforts focus only on predicting the location of future bottlenecks in a production system. Although predicting the bottlenecks leads to a generic prescription of measures (such as buffering the main bottlenecks, or scheduling around them [2, 1] ), implementation of these measures is more effective when there is knowledge of the bottlenecks' root causes [18] . Thus, further development of data-driven bottleneck prediction algorithms is required, to provide insights into those root causes. Moreover, understanding the root causes leads to the prescription of specific throughput improvement measures.
One way to understand the possible root causes of bottlenecks at production-system level is by analysing the different states of the machine during a production run. The state represents the activity carried out by, or on, the machines such as "producing", "breakdown" and "changeover" [19] . A machine can be a bottleneck because it is "producing" for most the scheduled production time [3] , or due to random breakdowns and stoppages which contribute to greater down-time [20] , or a combination of these states. Forecasting the average duration of a machine state for future production run helps in prescribing specific improvement measures based on the states.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to advance the field of datadriven throughput bottleneck analysis towards prescriptive bottleneck management. The aim of this paper is to propose a data-driven prognostic algorithm using the active-period bottleneck analysis theory as explained in [19] . This forecasts the individual active state durations of bottleneck machines using their event-log data. Forecasting the active states explains the root causes of bottleneck machines and enables development of a machine-state-based prescriptive approach to throughput bottleneck management. The proposed data-driven prognostic algorithm uses time-series modelling of machine states and supports the usage of any time-series forecasting methodology to be employed. To show an example, in this study, Auto regressive moving average (ARIMA) time-series forecasting methodology [21] is employed. This study advances the field of data-driven throughput bottleneck analysis. In contrast to previously published approaches to bottleneck location prediction, the bottlenecks' root causes in terms of machine active states are predicted and measures prescribed, thus forming a prescriptive approach to bottleneck management.
Literature review
Firstly, the need for a machine-states-based prescriptive approach is presented from an academic and industrial point of view. Secondly, as the proposed algorithm in this study is based on the active-period theory of bottleneck detection, this theory is briefly discussed. Thirdly, different predictive algorithms that use the active-period theory to predict bottlenecks are briefly discussed. Lastly, time-series modelling, forecasting and evaluation techniques are briefly presented.
Need for prescriptive approach for throughput bottleneck management
From a real-world, industrial practice point of view, when multiple machines are detected as probable bottlenecks, proactive planning of throughput improvement measures becomes complex and challenging. This raises the need to rank those machines for throughput improvement [11] . As a result, the production and maintenance teams often need more information on the bottlenecks to identify the right improvement measures for them. Not having enough bottleneck information can lead to an ambiguous situation between the production and maintenance teams on the shop floor. This is because it is unclear whether the anticipated bottlenecks require maintenance or production improvement measures, or both, to improve throughput. This could be disadvantageous, because incorrect improvement measures in bottlenecks may reduce production system throughput [22] . The conventional approach to making the most of throughput improvement decisions in a production system is based on expert experience [23] . Instead, better results would be achieved if the subjective judgement were to be reduced and complemented with data-driven judgement from the algorithms. There is, therefore, a need for a data-driven support tool to help shop-floor teams make the right decisions on improving throughput. This was also reported as a result by [24] in the study of future shop-floor operators in Swedish manufacturing industries. One way to support production and maintenance teams in their decision-making processes in bottlenecks is to provide deeper insights into the different states of bottleneck machines and their anticipated behaviour in future production runs.
Previous work on prescriptive approaches to throughput bottleneck management
To address the above need, [25] developed a discrete-event, simulation-based optimisation solution based on the established bottleneck detection technique known as the "active-period theory" of bottleneck analysis (as proposed by [26] ). This solution automatically identifies bottlenecks and prescribes improvement measures, based on machine states. The method prescribes improvement measures from historical machine data. This data is then input into a discrete-event simulation model of the production system, with no predictions on future performance. Moreover, as the simulation is a constrained environment, measures triggered by it may not always conform to the real-world constraints under which they will be used. Altogether, these factors limit their practical application in throughput bottleneck analysis in general, and in the context of the purpose of this paper in particular. Data-driven algorithms can further improve the practical applications, as it can overcome some of the limitations of discrete-event simulations. Thus, to make industrial practice more effective, a practical data-driven prognostic algorithm is needed to predict the machine states' behaviour and prescribe any improvement measures. The need for such datadriven prescriptive solutions, aligned to real-world requirements, was also emphasised by [27, 28] .
Active-period theory of bottleneck detection
The active-period theory of bottleneck detection was proposed by [19] . The machine states shown in Fig. 1 are divided into "active" and "inactive". The active state is that state of the machine when something happens on the machine -when it is "producing", or when it is in "breakdown" or "changeover". Once the active times for a production run are computed, the active-period percentage of the machines in the production system may be determined. Once these percentages for machines are compared, the average bottleneck machines for the production run may be determined. And once the bottlenecks have been detected using active-period percentages, their root causes (in terms of duration of individual active states) may be determined. This is advantageous, as it provides insight into the type of improvement measures needed in the bottlenecks [10] . [17] proposes a bottleneck prediction algorithm based on the activeperiod theory of bottleneck detection [26] . This uses the active states of the machine and buffer information as inputs and predicts bottlenecks in real-time. Even though the approach detailed in [17] predicts bottlenecks in real-time, the reason that a bottleneck must be determined manually, is that an internal active state can be caused by a "producing" state, "breakdown" state, or "setup" state of a machine. When predicting bottlenecks in real-time, it can be overwhelming for production and maintenance teams to plan and carry out improvement measures in bottlenecks. Particularly so when there is a high degree of bottleneck shift between machines in a production run. It is therefore of more practical use to find the throughput bottlenecks over a set period such as a shift, or a day.
Throughput bottleneck prediction using active-period theory
Recently, in [14] , an event-log-based data-driven algorithm was developed to predict the average bottlenecks for the next production run by combining active-period bottleneck analysis theory (as proposed by [19] ) with ARIMA methodology. Also, the advantages of the activeperiod bottleneck analysis theory compared to other bottleneck detection theories have been shown exclusively in [10] . Those are: (1) detecting potential throughput bottlenecks in a system and (2) indicating probable root causes of bottlenecks in terms of different machine states, which can be used to prescribe measures. However, the prediction algorithm developed in [14] only addressed the prediction of bottleneck locations in the production system. Therefore, in this paper, we extend the work reported in [10] by proposing a prognostic algorithm to indicate the probable root causes of bottlenecks and develop a prescriptive approach to bottleneck management. The novelty of this study is its integration of the proposed prognostic algorithm with measures which form a prescriptive approach to throughput bottleneck management, using the active-period bottleneck analysis theory.
Time-series-based ARIMA forecasting models
A time series is a set of observations on a variable collected at regular time intervals [29] . ARIMA models are the most commonly used statistical-based forecasting techniques for time series as they explicitly account for autocorrelation [29] . Moreover, ARIMA models are easy to interpret and can produce unbiased forecasts. ARIMA models can be expressed as ARIMA (p, d, q) where p, d and q are nonnegative integers representing the order of autoregressive (AR), integrated (I), and moving average (MA) parts of the model. The AR part indicates that the variable is regressed on its own historical values while MA refers to the regression error terms that occurred in the past. In the real world, most of the data is non-stationary; not following AR or MA models, but a mixture of them [29] . Therefore, AR, MA or ARMA models cannot be used directly. The data can be made stationary by differencing d times before fitting the ARMA model. (I) denotes the number of non-seasonal differencing operations. Given a finite timeseries sequence, X 1, X 2, X 3…., X t , one can find the continuation of X t+1, X t+2,… using an ARIMA model where {X t }is the stochastic variable. An ARIMA model (p,d,q) can be expressed as:
Where { t } and { t } are autoregressive and moving average parameters respectively. X t is the modelled variable and represents proportions of active states such as "producing", "breakdown" and so on and e t is a disturbance random variable following normal independent distribution, e t ∈ (0,σ 2 ). The input to the ARIMA models is the time series observation, whilst the ARIMA output is the point forecasts for the future and various other parameters associated with point forecasts (including prediction interval, error associated with prediction and so on).
Methodology
In this section, the overall research approach is first presented. This is followed by the presentation of the proposed data-driven prognostic algorithm.
Research approach
The research approach is divided into two broad stages. In the first stage, the active-period-theory-based prognostic algorithm is developed, to forecast the durations of individual active states of the predicted bottleneck machines. This step also includes a detailed analysis of different ways in which the algorithmic results can be used to identify the root causes, which then helps prescribe machine-statebased measures. The algorithm development is based on the detailed literature study of the data-driven throughput bottleneck prediction field and a study of the real-world MES-type data, taken from an automotive component machining line. The detailed procedure followed during this stage is explained in Section 3.2 of the paper.
In the second stage, the developed algorithm is tested using realworld industrial data to check its performance. The entire test was accomplished by uploading the real-world dataset into R software and using libraries (such as forecast and tseries) and ARIMA functions such as auto.arima() [30] . The detailed procedure followed during this stage is explained in Section 5 of the paper.
Proposed data-driven prognostic algorithm to understand the root causes of bottlenecks
The proposed algorithm requires the event-log data containing machine states and time stamps from all machines in the production system, collected over a given period. The algorithm starts by predicting bottlenecks in the production system for a future production run using the algorithm presented in [14] . A "production run" is defined as one production cycle; a shift or day, for example. Thereafter, the algorithm identifies the active states of predicted bottleneck machines from their event-log data, computes the duration of active states and converts this into the proportion of active time across different production runs to form a time series. Any time series forecasting methodology can be applied but, in this study, we apply ARIMA forecasting methodology to forecast the future values of individual active states. The results obtained from the algorithm are analysed in different ways to understand the root causes. This, in turn, is used to prescribe statebased throughput improvement measures. The different steps of the proposed algorithm are shown in Fig. 2 . The proposed algorithm is designed to study the bottlenecks and root causes on a production-run level, as this study is designed to recommend measures for the next production run.
The notation used to construct the algorithm is explained in Table 1 .
The detailed computations under each step shown in Fig. 2 are explained below:
Step 1: Application of throughput bottleneck algorithm The throughput bottleneck prediction algorithm as developed by [14] gives a set of predicted throughput bottlenecks, their corresponding mean active-period percentages and a window size. Window size defines the number of historical production runs needed to make a prediction for the next run.
Let us apply this algorithm at the t th production run to get the predictions for (t + 1) th production run. The three outputs from the algorithm are sets B and A and window size k. These three outputs form the input to our proposed algorithm in this study. We then move to Step 2.
Step
2: Computation of each of the active states' duration as a proportion of active time
This step formally marks the beginning of the proposed algorithm in this study. The first thing we need to calculate is the total active duration for every production run of a bottleneck machine. In other words, we need to calculate E bi for all b∈B and i ∈ I. To do that, the cartesian product of the bottleneck machines with the set of production runs is calculated: {1,2,…,r}x{(t-k+1),(t-k+2),…,t-1,t}. The total active duration for a machine b∈B on a production run i ∈ I is calculated using the following formula:
We then need to calculate the elapsed time of each active state of a bottleneck machine, as a proportion of the total active time for a
Fig. 2.
Step-by-step procedure for the proposed prognostic algorithm.
Table 1
Notation used to construct the algorithm.
Notations Explanations
The following notation is used to develop Step 1 of the prognostic algorithm. n Number of machines in the production system. M Set of machines, i.e. M = {1, 2, 3,…,n} in the production system. To consider any machine, we write m∈M. r Number of predicted bottleneck machines for a production run. B
Set of predicted bottleneck machines, i.e. B = {1,2,3,…,r} for a production run in the production system. To consider any bottleneck machine, we write b∈B. A Set of predicted mean active-period percentages of the machines in the set B for a production run, i.e. A={a 1 , a 2 , a 3, …, a r }. t
Last production run. k
Window size (i.e. number of historical production runs used for bottleneck prediction in the production system). I An ordered set of k production runs, i.e. I = {(t-k+1),(t-k+2),…,t-1,t}. To consider any production run, we write i∈I. The following notation is used to develop Step 2 of the prognostic algorithm. production run and do this for all production runs. Let f jbi represent the values of an active state j∈ S b of a bottleneck machine b∈B for every production run i ∈ I, as a proportion of the active time E bi using the following formula:
For a fixed b∈B and for every active state j∈ S b , when the above formula is iterated for k production runs, we get a matrix C b of size k x |S b |, where each column corresponds to one particular active state. A sample matrix for a bottleneck machine b is shown below:
For every bottleneck machine b ∈ B, a matrix C b is generated.
Step 3: Time series generation of individual active states For a fixed b∈B, each column of the matrix C b represents a univariate time series for the corresponding active state j∈ S b . This is under the assumption that each active state j∈ S b is dependent on its own historical values. Yet another assumption of the every state j∈ S b is independent of other states was made according to the theory of activeperiod proposed in [31] . These assumptions are in accordance with the assumptions defined in [14] .
4: Time series forecasting of individual active states using the ARIMA method
For a fixed b∈B, the time series forecasting is carried out for the (t + 1) th production run of each active state proportion f jbi, j∈ S b in matrix C b from (t-k+1) th to t, using an ARIMA model. In other words, given a state proportion for every production run up to the time t, a forecast can be made for (t + 1) th production run. Separate ARIMA models are deployed for every distinct time series in C b . This is shown in Eq. (5) . The results of the forecasting for (t + 1) th production run are stored in a matrix D b , which is of size 1x|S b |.
For a fixed b∈B, the forecast value of each active state for (t + 1) th production run may be denoted by f jb(t+1) , where j∈ S b . Thus, the final D matrix containing the forecast values for (t + 1) th production run for a bottleneck machine b is shown in Equation 6.
Step 5: Decision-making based on algorithmic results The next step is to explore the different ways in which forecast values of individual active states of the bottleneck machines can be used to understand the possible root causes and base decisions. The analysis of the forecast values represented in this step is generic. For the demonstration purpose, we have shown a use case consisting of three options and three conditions for each of them. More options and conditions can be added, based on the nature of the production system.
The input for this step is the forecast value of each active state for (t + 1) th production run, given by f jb(t+1) , where j∈ S b for a fixed b∈B. For a fixed b∈B and a fixed active state j∈ S b , there are three different options by which the forecast f′ jb(t+1) can be used to understand the root causes of the bottleneck behaviour of b in terms of active states. This allows prescription of state-based improvement measures. The three different options are represented in Fig. 3 and briefly discussed below. For a fixed b∈B and a fixed active state j∈ S b :
i The forecast for (t + 1) th production run can be compared with the actuals of t th production to analyse the increasing or decreasing trends. In other words, f jb(t+1) can be compared with f jb(t) . Based From the group of recommended measures, the production and maintenance engineers can choose the most appropriate measures and proactively plan resources for them. They may then execute them on the bottleneck machines during the production run, to reduce the bottleneck effects on system throughput.
Evaluation and benchmarking metrics to assess algorithm performance
The forecasting performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) metrics. These are the standard metrics for evaluating time-series-forecasting algorithms [32] . The purpose of MAE is to capture the accuracy, whereas MSE captures bias and variance. The mathematical equations for MSE and MAE are shown in (2) and (3), where F t denotes the forecast based on the previous values at time t and Y t denotes the true value at t and t = 1,…, T:
We benchmark the proposed algorithm using the naïve method, as these are the most commonly used benchmarking models in univariate time series forecasting [33, 34] . This method uses the most recent observation to forecast the future, without adjusting for causal factors. Though the naïve method is simple, it is still very helpful in assessing whether the different sophisticated forecasting models add any value for the decision-maker. In real-world production systems, it is common for production and maintenance teams to examine the most recent historical data and base their decisions and planned improvement measures on that. Therefore, it is logical that any forecasting model exceeding the naïve performance should be deemed to add value to the forecasts. The naïve method assumes that all the effects of historical data values on the future are contained in the present value. For example, in a discrete time stochastic process, X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , …, X t, the forecast at t + 1 is given by:
Any forecasting model should be benchmarked with that of the naïve (in terms of performance evaluation metrics such as MAE and MSE), to assess the value of the forecasting models. The performance stability of absolute error and squared error of the proposed algorithm and naïve should be checked and the statistical significance of the mean difference assessed. A common test of statistical significance of the difference in mean is t-tests [35] . It is reasonable to assume that the absolute error values are independent of each other and follow normal distribution. Likewise, the squared error values are independent of each other and follow normal distribution. The mathematical expression of the t-test is shown in Eq. 6, where X is the mean of the proposed algorithm's performance metric and Y is the mean of the naïve algorithm. SE X is the standard error of the proposed algorithm and SE Y the standard error of the naïve algorithm.
Real-world industrial test study
An industrial test study of an automotive component machining line is used to illustrate implementation of the proposed algorithm. Fig. 4 shows an automated machining production system in an automotive manufacturing company in Sweden, with machines M1 to M5. All machines are computer numerical control (CNC) machines. The production and maintenance teams wanted to know the future bottlenecks in the production system, plus the durations of different active states which explain the root causes of bottlenecks. Fig. 5 shows the different steps followed to test the proposed algorithm on the production system. Table 2 shows a sample MES record of a production run. This contains event log information from the machines, in terms of their states, classification of active/inactive state, duration of each machine state and corresponding timestamps of machine M2. The active states include "producing" and "down", whereas the inactive states constitute "blocked"/"starved"/"idle". "Producing" refers to the state when the machine is engaged in producing a product, whereas "down" represents the stoppages in the machine (including random small and long stops). The MES stores production run data from the machines; no more than two years at any point in time. One production run constitutes 17 scheduled production hours. The MES data is cleaned by removing the information outside the scheduled production hours, plus all other obvious outliers (such as weekends, or long stops caused by any kind of failure). The number of useful production runs after data cleaning is 315.
Data collection and data cleaning

Application of proposed algorithm
The step-by-step procedure of the proposed algorithm as explained in Section 3.2 is applied over the test dataset.
1: Application of throughput bottleneck prediction algorithm on historical data
From MES data, the active-period percentages of each machine are calculated for each of the 315 production runs. Thereafter, the bottleneck prediction algorithm (as developed in [14] ) is applied to predict the bottlenecks for 171 st and 172 nd production runs. The following are the outputs from the algorithm:
• For the production line, the machines' active-period percentages for the past 50 production runs is a better predictor of the future.
The following are the results of the 171 st production run:
• Set of predicted bottleneck machines: M5. • Set of active-period percentages of the predicted bottleneck machines: 85.38%.
The following are the results of the 172 nd production run:
• Set of predicted bottleneck machines: M4, M5. • Set of active-period percentages of the predicted bottleneck machines: 87.12%, 87.94%.
Detailed results of the 171 st and 172 nd production runs are shown in Table 3 .
From Table 3 , we observe that the actual bottleneck for a 170 th production run is M5. Furthermore, it is predicted that for a 171 st production run, the bottleneck machine will be the same machine, as it has the highest predicted active-period percentage. This indicates that the dynamics of M5's active period are expected to affect system performance more significantly. Thus, the various individual active states of M5 need to be predicted, so as to better understand the bottleneck's root causes in terms of the machine active states. Similarly, it can be noted that for a 172 nd production run, M4 and M5 are predicted as a group of bottlenecks. So, there is a possibility that M4 or M5's activeperiod dynamics will affect system performance more significantly. The dynamics of the individual active states of these machines need predicting, so as to better understand the root causes of bottlenecks.
2: Computation of active states' durations as a proportion of active time
From the bottleneck prediction algorithm, the bottleneck for the next production run is predicted using data from the previous 50 runs. The same number of historical production runs is also used to predict different actives states for each of the bottlenecks, so as to explain the nature of the predicted bottleneck. Thus, the proportion of each active state for each bottleneck machine is computed for each of the 50 historical production runs' data using Eq. (2). To predict the 171 st production run, examples of historical proportion data from two active states of machine M5 ("producing" and "down") are shown in Table 4 ( Table 4 represents the matrix, as shown in Eq. (4)).
3: Time series generation of individual active states
The historical proportion data of each active state for every production run (shown in Table 4 ) is considered a time series.
Step 4: Time-series forecasting of individual active states using the ARIMA method In this step, forecasting of the "producing" and "down" states of the machine is conducted separately using the ARIMA technique, as explained in Eq. (5) . Using one-step-ahead prediction, we forecast the "producing" and "breakdown" components of M5 for 171 st production run. Because "producing" and "down" are the only two active states contributing to the machine's active period, forecasting the "producing" state also leads to "down" state forecasts, as they are mirrored values. These forecasting results are recorded in Table 5 . This table shows that the machine is "producing" for 86.73% of its active time and "down" for 13.27%. For 170 th production run, the actuals of the "down" state (as a proportion of active time) are 0.07% Therefore, it can be inferred that the "down" state of the machine is expected to increase; this requires attention.
Similarly, forecasting of the "producing" and "down" states is carried out on a 172 nd production run of M4 and M5 to predict their "producing" and "down" states. The results are recorded in Table 5 . It can be seen that machine M5 is predicted to be in a "producing" state for 76.56% of its active time and "down" for 23.44%. Likewise, machine M4 is predicted to be in "producing" state for 78.45% of its active time and "down" for 21.55%. Moreover, machine M5's "down" state proportion is predicted to increase from production runs 171 to 172, which could entail an alert to the maintenance teams. Similarly, the actual value for M4's "down" proportion for a 171 st production run is 14.14%, while the forecast value for a 172 nd production run is predicted as 21.55%; this also shows an increasing trend.
5: Decision-making based on algorithmic results
Using the proposed prognostic algorithm, the locations of future bottlenecks are predicted and the active state durations forecast for the next production run (as a proportion of active time) are made. A diagram of the bottleneck prediction results and forecast active states' time proportion results appears in Fig. 6 .
From the test study, it can be noted that there is no one root cause of bottlenecks, in terms of machine active states. Rather, there are several states. Therefore, understanding the behaviour of each active state is critical when it comes to planning specific improvement measures. The forecast individual active states' durations can be interpreted in three different options, as a basis for improvement decisions. These are presented in Fig. 3 .
Option 1 in Fig. 3 is to compare the duration of active states in the previous production run with the forecasts for future on bottleneck machines. This helps in identify increasing or decreasing trends in the individual active states of a bottleneck machine. The trends are more important than the absolute numbers. The increasing trends of different active states are used to understand why machines are likely to behave like bottlenecks. If a bottleneck machine is predicted to have greater downtime compared to the previous production run, maintenance teams can be alerted and any maintenance measures can be planned. An example from Table 3 : in the 172 nd production run, the forecast downtime proportion of machine M5 is expected to increase compared to the 171 st production run actuals. Using these data-driven trends, the teams can make a Pareto chart of improvement measures, similar to the results in [25] .
Option 2 in Fig. 3 is using historical data to establish a standard cutoff ratio of different active-state durations (such as "producing" and "down" states), exploring whether the forecast value is higher or lower than the cut-off value and making improvement decisions accordingly. For example, Table 3 shows that for the 171 st production run, machine M5's forecast "down" state duration is 13.27% of its total active time. If we assume that the cut-off time for the "down" state is 10% of the total active time, then the forecast value is higher than the cut-off value. This requires attention, with measures focussed on reducing the "down" state's duration. If these options are not feasible, then the focus might shift to addressing the "producing" state. This might entail looking at various measures to further improve the "producing" state, such as analysing variations in cycle time, maximising utilisation of M5, exploring opportunities for reducing cycle time and improving the quality of products before M5.
Option 3 in Fig. 3 is manually assessing the forecast values of individual active states, using the production and maintenance teams' experience as a decision basis.
Though there are different options, their aim is to guide production and maintenance teams in taking the right improvement measures. If multiple machine active states are contributing to a machine's bottleneck behaviour, trade-offs can be made. Following careful consideration of the upsides and downsides, an evaluation can be made of which bottleneck machine states need more attention.
After assessing the specific active state that needs the most attention, appropriate throughput improvement measures can be prescribed. Ideally, the prescription of the improvement measures can be based on previous historical measures in bottlenecks. As there was no data available on historical improvement measures in MES by the manufacturing company, Table 6 presents a generic list of shop-floor throughput improvement measures based on the machines' most common active states. These should be seen as generic guidelines to assist production and maintenance teams in proactive planning, thereby allowing them to manage the bottleneck effectively. However, these improvement measures need adaptation, based on the nature of the machines and production system.
Evaluation
To test the proposed algorithm's forecasting accuracy for each active state, the individual active states' proportion as a percentage of active time ("producing", "down" states) for all machines are predicted for every production run in the test dataset. As the prediction window (meaning the historical data) is only the past 50 production runs, the algorithm is tested for 265 out of 315 production runs. As "producing" and "down" states are the only active-period states, predicting one state leads to predicting the other. Thus, the evaluation metric values of the "producing" state will be equal to those of the "down" state. Table 7 has a summary of the MSE and MAE values in the proposed algorithm (including their standard errors) for the forecast proportion of "producing" state in all machines. Moreover, these MSE and MAE values are then compared with the naïve algorithm to assess the value added by the algorithm, in terms of predicting machine states (also summarised in Table 7 ). The overall performances of the two algorithms are then tested using a t-test to assess the statistical significance of their performance.
The t-values in Table 7 show that, statistically, the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the naïve method in predicting future values of individual active machine states. This indicates that the algorithm may potentially explain variations in the "producing" state much better (in time order) than the naïve method, thus adding value towards prediction. 
A data-driven prescriptive approach to bottleneck management
A diagram of the overall approach to realising prescriptive bottleneck management in the 171 st production run of the test study appears in Fig. 7 . Probable bottlenecks in the system are predicted from MES data, followed by forecasting of the individual active state as a proportion of active time. Finally, the forecast proportions (for example) are compared with the earlier production run to identify trends and suggest suitable prescriptive bottleneck management measures. This forms a prescriptive approach to throughput bottleneck management. The prognostic algorithmic insights are useful in assisting the production and maintenance teams in choosing the right measures, based on forecast machine active-state durations. The production and maintenance teams are experts when it comes to implementing specific measures. The suggested measures shown in Table 5 should be evaluated by the teams and relevant options explored. This integrates the experience-based knowledge of the production and maintenance teams within the prescriptive approach. Thus, this prescriptive approach aims to provide necessary assistance to the teams in making their final decisions. Moreover, the improvement measures taken by different teams can be updated continuously, to improve the prescription of different measures in different machines. Overall, this prescriptive approach reduces the ambiguity between production and maintenance teams by prioritising specific throughput improvement measures in bottlenecks. This approach is a step towards making the right throughput improvement decisions. It adapts the prescriptive information content (based on measures taken by different teams) and forecast future behaviour of the machine [24] . This type of systematic prescriptive approach enables joint production and maintenance planning.
Discussion
This study contributes to the development of the prognostic algorithm in predicted bottleneck machines, by which the root causes of bottlenecks (in terms of machine active states) can be understood. Furthermore, it enables prescription of improvement measures. The developed algorithm has been tested on a real-world production line. From this real-world test study, it is understood that there are multiple root causes of bottlenecks and decisions on improvement measures must be made after analysing the trends in bottlenecks. A practical explanation of the usage of the algorithm insights is also made through the test study. Compared to previous studies on data-driven bottleneck prediction (as proposed by [12, 15, 17] which provide no guidelines as to what measures can be taken based on active states), the algorithm proposed in this study explains the root causes of bottlenecks. It does so in terms of machines' active-state durations and provide guidelines on specific measures. This advances the understanding of data-driven bottleneck analysis, specifically by using predictive algorithms to prescribe measures before a production run, based on historical digital machine-state data. Moreover, the solution presented in this paper aligns with industry's need to develop data-driven solutions and prescribe potential throughput improvement measures. This is an alternative to using discrete event simulation models of bottleneck analysis, as presented by [25] .
An additional novelty of the proposed algorithm in this paper is its structured conversion of event-log-type machine data into a set of matrices. This allows the forecasting algorithms to predict the future and recommend machine active-state-based measures in bottlenecks. In the proposed prognostic algorithm, only step 4 shown in Fig. 2 is specific to the forecasting methodology and in this study, we have used ARIMA. Ideally, any other univariate time-series forecasting methodologies such as recurrent neural networks or even any ensemble forecasting methodology can be substituted in this step. In other words, matrix C (as shown in Eq. (4)) serves as the base model to which other forecasting methodologies can be applied. Moreover, the evaluation and benchmarking framework proposed in this study can be used to evaluate other forecasting algorithms when durations of active states are to be predicted. Thus, the evaluation framework can be considered as a tool to benchmark the performance of different algorithms. Overall, it should be noted that, to add value to the forecast, the different forecasting algorithms should be benchmarked with that of the naïve method [34] . In practice, this will help companies evaluate whether to have a predictive algorithm for bottleneck analysis.
There are some working limitations that to be factored in when considering the institutionalisation of this algorithm. MES data must record the individual active states and their timestamps, if they are to predict the future values. As the algorithm is based only on machine states, it can explain predicted bottlenecks only in relation respect to those states; there is no other information. There may be many factors that affecting each machine state, but no further insights into them. However, the algorithm can indicate trends in machine states. This can lead to further exploration of other factors, using other data sources to investigate the changing trends. Finally, the proposed algorithm assumes that the existing historical patterns will continue into the future and that accounting for other causal factors of external events will be factored into future work.
Conclusion
The production and the maintenance teams have many difficult decisions to make regarding bottleneck management. Having advance notice of a bottleneck's location and possible root causes in terms of machine active states can help them make better-informed decisions. Previous data-driven research efforts were focused on predicting the location of throughput bottlenecks in the production system. They don't give much information about the root causes of the bottlenecks to production and maintenance teams. Therefore, in this study, a datadriven prognostic algorithm was developed to forecast the individual active-state duration of a predicted bottleneck machine and explain the multiple root causes of bottlenecks. This was tested in a real-world production system. Explaining possible root causes allows prescription of specific potential machine-state-based throughput improvement measures.
Several areas of further research are needed to effectively prescribe improvement measures.
Firstly, in addition to the connection between system-level decisions on bottleneck machine detection and machine-level decisions on different bottleneck machine states from MES data (as presented in this Fig. 7 . A Data-driven prescriptive approach for throughput bottleneck management using active-period theory for a 171 st production run. paper), the research should focus on combining sensor information from components in the bottleneck machine with machine-state information. This will allow root causes of bottlenecks to be better described and measures to be prescribed. Doing this allows prescriptive algorithms to be used to recommend even more detailed specific, proactive measures for the shop-floor production and maintenance teams. Secondly, the research presented in this paper forms the basis to develop a recommender system, based on active-states of bottleneck machines. This can recommended specific measures, based on historical measures conducted in bottleneck machines. This can be achieved using collaborative filtering or content-based, filtering-type recommender systems. However, to achieve this, manufacturing companies are encouraged to store detailed digital work records on bottlenecks.
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